Buckswood School
A very British School with
a very global outlook

Educating Boys and Girls since 1933
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child

Buckswood School
Where everyone feels
com fortable in their own skin
Welcome to the Buckswood book … this is a home-grown organic book rather than an overly-formal
prospectus – it is US as we are!
The Buckswood way is very much about family. When you come to the school, you are visiting a home,
campus and country estate. You will find a warm, loving family atmosphere in which our students excel
in their academic studies. They are supported throughout their development by passionate mentors whose
purpose is to inspire their charges, ignite a spark of curiosity and guide them to fulfil their learning potential,
using all the facilities, tips and tricks that we have developed over many years.
Our passion for creating this haven of learning is rooted in the conviction that every child needs to build
confidence and self-belief. It really has to be seen to be believed, but by creating this book I hope to transmit
some of the genial Buckswood atmosphere that resonates around the campus and breathes the curiosity to
learn into every student. Whether it be myself, the teachers, ICT technicians, cooks, cleaners, gardeners and
of course the students, everyone is a valued member of the Buckswood family, a family that extends beyond
these walls and spreads across decades and every continent.
Buckswood is about achievement, success, and winning. It is about seizing every opportunity going, be it
joining the football or rugby team, going horse riding, playing the bagpipes, or attending a ‘Knowledge is
Power’ session. The more you can experience, the wealthier, as a person, you will be.
Succeeding in life is like training for a race, painting a masterpiece or discovering a cure for an illness.
Success doesn’t come easily or overnight; it takes expertly guided preparation and a belief that anything is
possible.
At Buckswood, our school motto is ‘We Prepare for Life’. Our warm, family atmosphere cultivates a safe,
secure space for everyone to flourish without fear of failure, building confidence and discovering new
strengths to give every student the tools to succeed. We are in the business of education for the long run;
we want to see students succeed in exams, but not only in exams. Well beyond that, we want to see them
succeed in life! And that only happens if we help and guide them to be the very best they can be.
Buckswood challenges students to challenge themselves, by identifying strengths they didn’t know they had.
It builds their confidence, which is the key to their success in life. Buckswood has created an environment
where everyone feels secure and is comfortable to raise their hand and ask questions - we want every
student to be curious and approach learning as a journey of discovery.
We seek to foster a sense of ingenuity in every student, a creative approach to life with broad horizons and
such a wealth of experiences that they are resilient and can think around problems, with solutions that
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are sensitive to their environment, because Buckswood students are culturally and emotionally aware as
well as academically qualified to make decisions. We aim to instil in all of our students a ‘can-do’ attitude
whereby they must not opt out, with the assumption that no one is afraid to try something different. We
aim to nurture within everyone a self-assurance that they are capable of great things. We wish for every
student to possess a sense of:
Curiosity
This fosters a sense of pioneering discovery that prepares each child to navigate his or her way through life.
Learning to pass exams equips a child to pass exams, and how many exams do we sit as adults? How many
times have you been asked recently when the Battle of Trafalgar was, or how many pets you have at home
in Spanish? We allow our children to stretch themselves to develop a pioneering thirst for discovery that
pushes them beyond the text book and outside the classroom.
Creativity
This is as important in education as literacy, and we should afford it the same status. Children should not
be frightened to express themselves in whichever form allows them to communicate best. Children must
not be frightened of being wrong, because if you’re not prepared to be wrong, you’ll never come up with
anything original!
Well-roundedness
This is something we believe means learning values and manners. We are all products of our upbringing
and our environment, and I am a firm believer in sitting around a dinner table, talking and breaking bread.
When communicating as a group we can learn from each other. Every hour of every day these small life
lessons become a vast tome of learning which truly prepares our students for life.
Wherever their talent lies, their journey with us brings out their best and reveals strengths that can be
applied in the classroom and beyond. A Buckswood education seeks to educate the whole child, and our
international family from over thirty different nations widens every student’s horizons and develops a
global uawareness. Every Buckswoodian leaves with an international address book of friends and network
of contacts to help them go further and get ahead…
Our beautiful English country estate, small class sizes and inspirational teaching from industry professionals
create an exceptional educational experience. Combining traditional British boarding school customs,
focusing on manners and deportment, with the latest classroom technology drives every student to realise
their potential and achieve their ambitions. Our aim is for every Buckswoodian to go to a top university and
take their place on the global stage with the courage to change the world for the better.
To stand out from the crowd you need to be different, confident about who you are and know that you are
the best. Buckswood believes in its mantra of ‘We Prepare for Life. Give your child the edge and choose a
school that puts your child first.
A very British school, a very global outlook!
School Director
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Buckswood in the fall

Let us remember, that as many hands build a house
So, many hearts make a school

Th r e e

Heritage

Our Past...
From its earliest days Buckswood has inhabited
large old country houses just far enough from the
hubbub of modern life to benefit from the freedom
of the countryside whilst at the same time remaining
within striking distance of the metropolis. The two
genteel spinsters who founded the original school
near Crawley in 1933 boasted that ‘the school is run
for children whose parents are abroad’ and that
‘languages are a special feature of the curriculum’.
This is still the case. There were also ‘organised
games’ and ‘riding taught using our own ponies kept
for this purpose.’
During the War, the school moved to Uckfield before
being reborn in the Seventies as an international
school, gaining British Council status. Two rambling
houses later, Buckswood’s present custodians have of
course moved on, but in a sense the school has come
full circle. Buckswood’s current home is Broomham

The original School advert

Hall, a 16th century manor house, three miles east of
Hastings. Like the original Buckswood, it also ‘stands
in forty-three acres of land in a very sunny position’
but this time sixty miles (or an hour and a half by
train) from London.
There are riding stables and sport is still thriving. The
flavour of the school is still, at heart, international.
Over two hundred day-pupils socialise and learn with

The Percussion Band, Buckswood Grange, Crawley, Sussex

the same number of international boarders (receiving
their education in English), allowing everybody
to benefit from a constant cultural exchange that is
everyday life at the school.

An afternoon in the hayfield, Buckswood Grange, Crawley, Sussex
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12 Reasons why
Buckswood is Buckswood
...our today
1

2
3
4
5
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A defined academic curriculum: At Buckswood we see education as a scaffold of support for every student
to progress. This is achieved through a structured and well-defined curriculum that is tailored to individual
needs. We believe in a ‘learner centred’ approach and promotion of creative thinking
Excellent sporting opportunities: Sport is inclusive for all and students are educated to understand that
sport is competitive – just like the world. We promote the concept of sporting excellence through specialist
academies led by highly qualified coaches.
Understanding that every child has talent: At Buckswood every child has a talent. Here at Buckswood it is
our responsibility to cast the net of opportunity so wide that talent gets a chance to develop and to ensure that
this should be just as highly ranked as academic scholarship.
Spirituality: Our students’ spiritual development is characterised by reflection and understanding of a
non-material dimension to life. We want individuals to have the opportunity to reflect on life’s fundamental
questions and ‘special moments’ in their lives...
Developing manners & self-discipline: When our students put on their Buckswood school uniform, they
know the standards of behaviour that are expected. Through clear guidelines and expectations a mature
sense of worth, self-discipline and good manners can be formed.
Providing a learning space and home: Buckswood is a home. It is a working establishment, it is a school and
most importantly it is a place of learning and friendship. Every Buckswood student learns to understand that
the gardener and chef are just as important in the operation as the Director or History teacher.

7

Serving the community and charity: Our students learn that they have to care for themselves, each other
and their environment. Our charitable endeavours both here and overseas reflect our ethos of global
citizenship and teach that the gift of giving brings many rewards.

9

Developing savoir faire, appropriateness & self confidence: We promote the concept that students need to
stand out from the crowd, to be different and confident about who they are. A Buckswood education teaches
students not only to be self-reliant but also to be persuasive in a public forum, aiming to be global leaders.

8

A love of adventure, travel and activities: We believe that travel is the ‘fourth dimension’ in education and
places learning in context. We instil a can-do spirit of adventure in each student, understanding that failure is
not to be feared and that new experiences make for richer people

10

Promotion of Individuality & Success: We ensure that every Buckswood student is equipped with a rich
portfolio of academic successes with the added benefit of a cultural and emotional awareness that empowers
him or her to thrive anywhere in the world.

12

Developing international understanding: As an international school we have the advantage of having a
community that is made up of over thirty different nationalities. We therefore promote the concept of tolerance,
compassion and understanding of others’ differences.

11

The promotion of safety and well being: We are equipping our students with the tools of tolerance, resilience
and maturity to deal with the world at large, be it safety on the internet, cultural appropriateness or general
health and well-being.
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A G l o b a l Vi l l ag e
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Th e t e ac h i n g s ta f f

...Memory makers
A school is all about the people in it – not the buildings (even though we have a magnificent estate).
The teachers are the mentors for your child. You are entrusting your child to us so that we can impart
wisdom, enthuse and enlighten. Inspiring them to want to learn – not because they have to, but because they
want to ….
A teacher ought to be more than a mere disseminator of facts. At Buckswood we teach not only to pass exams,
but also equip every student with a deeper understanding and greater appreciation of each subject from an
international perspective. We select members of staff that have international experience so they can bring an
open-minded approach to education and know what it is like to find oneself in another country where people
are not speaking the same language.
We do not look for teachers that have never experienced their subjects in the commercial environment.
We look for industry mentors with practical knowledge of the ‘real’ world so that they can teach from a realworld perspective and not just from books. Staff who are passionate about achieving the best for every student
in their care, and who are prepared to get to know every student as an individual and strive to get the most
from them.
Every teacher has to ‘get it’, to understand what it means to be a teacher at Buckswood, so that they can
deliver the very best lessons for our students. The Headmaster’s Charter sets out ten points, from selling one’s
knowledge, making memories, to teaching a wider awareness. Teachers are regularly observed and have weekly
development sessions as we seek to enrich them as well as the students, because learning is a life-long journey.
We all have fond memories and some
nightmares about teachers from our
own school days, and our career paths
have often been influenced by a spark
lit by an inspirational teacher

“I am not a teacher, but an awakener”
Robert Frost

Te n
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Junior School
10 – 13 years old

Discovery
“The mind once enlightened
cannot again become dark”
Thomas Paine

The Junior years (Key Stage 3, years 7, 8 & 9) are the bedrock on which a secondary school student’s education
is based. They not only encompass the individual subjects within the academic curriculum, but also focus
on a wider programme of valuable educational experiences designed to prepare students, not only for the
next stage in their learning, but also for their future lives. In order to achieve this objective, Buckswood offers
its students a stimulating programme of visiting speakers, a comprehensive list of clubs, participation in
professional workshops and educational visits and overseas trips. We view these elements of an enriched
learning experience as the ‘fourth dimension’ of education that helps to place all learning in context.
We are committed to ensuring all our students develop a secure understanding of key concepts and that they
master essential skills through high-quality teaching and rigorous assessment. This helps teachers determine
how well these concepts and skills have been understood as students prepare for the demands of the twoyear GCSE course at the end of year 9. In addition, it helps teachers to identify a student’s strengths and
weaknesses, and assists the planning and delivering of lessons tailored accordingly, while also offering parents
a window on their child’s progress.
Tw e lv e

Th i r t e e n

Middle School
14 – 16 years old

Challenge

The transition from Junior to Middle School is perhaps one of the most challenging times in anyone’s life. We
all cringe when we think back to those formative years with all the angst that accompanied them. Today the
pressures faced by our teenagers are even greater with the constant availability of social media together with
more academic testing than ever before.
The structure, discipline and routine of school life at Buckswood facilitate the self-discipline and respect
that every teenager needs to help focus the young mind on academic progress. Support goes beyond the
classroom with 1:1 ‘Access Time’ every evening for students to seek help from the subject tutors, a VLE
(Virtual Learning Environment) that is accessible twenty-four hours a day with homework, extra reading
and weekly reports that keep everyone informed on the progress being made and advice on how best to
achieve every last percentage point possible!
This is a key academic time for our students as their thoughts turn towards what they will be doing
after their schooling finishes. To help them, we provide individual support, career guidance and a broad
range of subject options from which to choose as they study for their GCSE examinations at the end of Form
5 (Year 11) alongside a dedicated Head of Year who works with their form tutors to ensure that students are
supported during this crucial phase of their education. Those in the Middle School take part in a number
of external trips to broaden their horizons beyond their classroom learning. It is in these middle years that
students take an increased leadership role within the school community, with opportunities to be prefects
as well as heads of table in the dining room. This is the stepping-stone to the Senior School life of the Sixth
Form and is a vital period of transition from childhood into adulthood. Students have support during this
time not only from our teaching staff, but also the sports staff, medical staff and our full time counsellor
should they require it.

Fourteen

BUCKSWOOD
1:1 Access time
Virtual learning environment
Weekly reports

“Children must be taught how to

17 languages

think, not what to think”

14 sports
5 humanities

Margaret Mead
Fifteen

S i x t h F o r m – 3 Pa t h wa y s
17 – 18 years old

Ambition and Success
A Levels
A Levels are the traditional route to British
universities. Students select three or four subjects
and study them in depth over two years, sitting
exams at the end of the course to earn as many
UCAS points as possible to gain entry to the best
universities.
Our Sixth Form has built an enviable reputation
with universities for producing for producing
well-rounded, globally aware and academically
strong candidates who really stand out from the
crowd. Whether it be for the wealth of extracurricular activities that have supported their field
of study, an amazing work experience placement,

International
Baccalaureate
Recognised worldwide, the
International Baccalaureate
is a challenging, broad-based diploma where
students take six subjects over a two-year period.
In contrast to the A Level pathway, the IB calls
for a wider range of six subjects to be studied at
either higher or standard level and must include an
additional language, so the programme is ideally
suited to the international student or the student
who is a gifted all-rounder who does not wish to
specialise at this point of their academic career.

their sporting achievements or their passion for

The programme is academically challenging,

their studies, a Buckswood Sixth Former is able

and requires students to undertake an extended

to create a university or job application that has

essay, community work and ToK (theory of

a ‘wow’ factor that more often than not secures

knowledge)

exceptional offers.

students can take part in the Duke of Edinburgh

We offer a range of courses that best prepares our

Award Scheme which sees them hiking over the

graduates for the top courses, traditional subjects

beautiful English countryside or delivering charity

that lay solid foundations for more specialised

work in Africa with the aim of promoting further

study at degree level. Our international students

personal development, as well as earning extra

study English for Academic Purposes, and there is

UCAS points.

ample personal 1:1 support for all.

components. At

Buckswood,

IB

This is a popular choice with international students

See the separate options and course components

as the IB diploma has a reputation for thorough

and university placement booklets to find out

assessment, giving diploma holders access to the

about the annual Buckswood University Fair,

world’s leading universities in over 100 countries.

subject options and a list of university places

Scored out of 45, an IB score of 38 is cited as the

achieved by our students in recent years.

equivalent to 5 “A” grades at A Level by UCAS.

Sixteen

University Foundation
Course
Business Management
The University Foundation Course (UFC) offered
at Buckswood School is a one- or two-year
Business Foundation course and is preparation for
undergraduate study.
The course is ratified by London University Royal
Holloway and accepted by around twenty UK
universities. Similar to a degree course, the UFC
is a coursework-based qualification that is a blend
of seminar lectures and self-study assignments,
requiring solid written, analytical and evaluative
skills.
The course provides a grounding for employment

“Intelligence plus character – that is

in many areas, including marketing, management,

the goal of true education.”

finance, logistics and HR, as well as preparing

Martin Luther King

budding entrepreneurs who wish to start their
own business.
In

addition

to

completing

the

Business

Management modules, students will be expected
to achieve a level of English Language acceptable
to UK universities. This may be a C grade (or
better) in GCSE English Language or 6.0 IELTS
and above.

BUCKSWOOD
100% University entrance
100% IB pass rate at 36+
73% A Level A*-C pass rate
87% GCSE & IGCSE pass
rate

Seventeen

Th e A r t s

Art Project

Art

Part
of the
Buckswood
mantra of ‘We
Prepare for Life is to prepare
our students for life beyond the classroom.
Whether they go on to work in finance, law or
to think outside the box. At Buckswood we look to the Arts
Department to widen our students’ minds through creativity in
drama or artistic expression.
From Form One pottery lessons to dressing up as a Victorian street urchin in
‘Oliver’ or an Upper Sixth trip to London Fashion week, through the Arts our students
study the old masters and define their own style, building confidence in their abilities and themselves.

Eighteen

Sergey – A2 Digital Graphics

engineering they will only succeed if they have the ability

Music
The Buckswood Music Department is possibly one of the most
diverse on the campus. We believe that everyone possesses
musical ability; we all have rhythm because we all have a
heart beating away in our chest. Without the need for words,
everyone can benefit from learning to express their emotions
through a musical instrument, and at Buckswood we teach
them all.
Music and our love of the eccentric (we have the most southerly
Pipe and Drum band in the UK) is an integral part of everyday
life at Buckswood; everyone is encouraged to perform in
public. Our ‘give it a go’ ethos is an invitation to the stage.
Part of the Buckswood mantra of ‘We Prepare for Life is to
prepare our students for life beyond the classroom. Whether
they go on to work in finance, law or engineering they will
only succeed if they have the ability to think outside the box.
From Form One pottery lessons to dressing up as a Victorian
street urchin in ‘Oliver’ or an Upper Sixth trip to London
Fashion week, through the Arts our students study the old
masters and define their own style, building confidence in
their abilities and themselves

“Music can change the world because it
can change people.”
Bono (Paul David Hewson)

Nineteen

Sports

Achievement

We all know that sport isn’t for everyone. We might not like football or be a fan of cross-country running, but
know that learning to have grit and determination is what gives us the stamina to see things through.
At Buckswood, we believe that sports should be competitive. The world is competitive and all our students
have to learn what it takes to win. Every student represents the school, and with a £200k professional gym,
professional sports coaches and dedicated sports academies with associations with top-flight teams every
student gains strengths in leadership and tactical play that transfer into classroom success.
At Buckswood there is a sport for everyone. From archery, chess, fencing, flying, fishing, kick-boxing, judo,
basketball, hockey to the traditional British sports played throughout the seasons like tennis, cricket, football
and netball, Buckswood is a place where the beginner can dip their toe and try new sports or international
champions can further their training.
See the supplementary Sports Academies
(golf, rugby, football, equestrian and
performance) summary brochure and
the Football Academy for more details
and information on one-to-one tuition in
sports such as tennis and riding.

Tw e n t y

Rugby

Hockey

Athletics

Tw e n t y O n e

Horse Riding

Clubs, societies & all things outside

The not so boring office!

Most schools value their students by their abilities to
pass exams, judging them on a narrow scale that they
will never be assessed on in adult life. At Buckswood,
we do not recognize the concept of the ‘average’ for
everyone is different and we know that everyone
is good at something. We endeavour to find that
something. We want our students to have a zeal for
life, have passions and not be afraid to try something
new. At Buckswood there are no after-school clubs
because there is no such thing as ‘after-school’.

Fencing

Archery

Martial Arts

Tw e n t y Tw o

the classroom...
DofE
With the modern world becoming more ‘virtual’ by the second
and young people becoming addicted to their phones and
tablets we made a decision at Buckswood that our students
needed help to survive ‘Wi-Fi’ free. With the purchase of
thirteen acres of nearby forest and the introduction of the Duke
of Edinburgh Award Scheme at Buckswood, we endeavour
to teach our students to do more with their hands than type,
swipe and write!
By participating in engaging, motivating and achievable tasks
and activities in an outdoor environment, each student has
the opportunity to develop intrinsic motivation and sound
emotional and social skills. A visit to our forest school never
fails to bring out a surprise leader, where a change in the
‘theatre of learning’ allows students with stronger practical

“The task of the modern educator

knowledge to mentor their fellow Buckswoodians. The Duke

is not to cut down jungles, but to

of Edinburgh Award Scheme allows our students to gain a

irrigate deserts.”

highly regarded qualification and UCAS points while at the
same time officially recognizing their newly found skills.

Tw e n t y Th r e e

C. S. Lewis

B oa r d i n g

Sharing, caring and fun

Living away from your family might at first seem a scary prospect, and even more so when you are considering
living at your school, but when you think about it, it does start to make sense…
Consider having no commute to school. Consider living and studying with your friends and having everything
at hand to make your studies as easy as possible. Two hours’ worth of help every night with homework, a
ready-made social life with activities every night; trips to town every weekend; something special to do every
Sunday after a long lie-in and brunch; an address book filled with friends from across the world so you are
never stuck without a place to go on holiday… it’s starting to make sense now, isn’t it?
Accommodation in the boarding houses is mostly en-suite and range from quad rooms (loved by junior
boarders), to triples, doubles and singles which allow the older boarders to concentrate on their studies.
Boarders share rooms with students from all over the world (but not their own country) so that English is
spoken at all times, assisting rapid language progression.

Tw e n t y F o u r

T h e We e k e n d s
Weekends at Buckswood are by no means just an excuse for endless shopping trips, letting your hair down or
lazing around on a sofa completing the next level on a computer game.
With the Buckswood REST and SCORE approach to the weekend, our boarders achieve more than they thought
possible and learn valuable independent living skills that will help them at university and beyond, finding the
balance between academia and fun.
With their house tutors, students decide what they would like to do at the weekend and plan ahead to make
sure they accomplish everything they want to.

Coffee in town

Inter house ‘Grease’ night

Cooking lessons

International Day

Tw e n t y F i v e

We l l - B e i n g

a helping hand along the way...
In this ever-complicated world we want every child to be equipped and to develop and grow into young
citizens of the world who can take their place in society with strong values and morals, knowing what is
right and what is wrong. Student welfare is our number-one priority. We have developed a ‘Well-Being Hub’
situated in the centre of the school that any child or employee can use as a base to pop in for a chat, a resource
base or support centre. It is a focal point of all well-being activities from learning about Internet safety or UK
law to appropriateness in today’s society, as well as being a space for advice and a cuppa!
Buckswood School ensures that its students are safe, emotionally secure and stimulated. Our students’ needs
are integral to everything we do. It is our desire that all our students form open, harmonious and trusting
relationships that enable them to express their feelings and opinions. Safeguarding and promoting the welfare
of children is everyone’s responsibility – everyone who comes into contact with children and their families
has a role to play in safeguarding children. We take pride in ensuring that at all times the best interests of our
students are foremost in the minds of our staff so that we can deliver the best possible outcomes to them whilst
they are in our care.

Tw e n t y S i x

H a l f Te r m Tr i p s
We often say at Buckswood that travel is the ‘fourth dimension’ in education. It assists in placing education
in context, for it broadens minds and horizons, breaks down barriers, destroys misconception, enhances
knowledge and promotes cultural understanding. It is for those reasons that Buckswood has a well-established
programme of annual trips, organised in such a way that they are entirely appropriate for everyone. These
opportunities for personal growth and character building place Buckswood students ahead of the rest. The
trips on offer establish greater maturity, self-discipline, personal organisation and the ability to prioritise – all
essential qualities necessary to enhance success. See the separate brochure for further details.

Hong Kong

Surfing

In the desert in Dubai

Tw e n t y S e v e n

Th e E s wat i n i
Experience

Charity
“Before I came to Buckswood, I had never heard of
Eswatini. As a small, poor country adjacent to South Africa,
it had just never registered in my Central-European mind.
Following recommendations from friends, I signed up for
the annual trip. I had never been outside of Europe, so this
was going to be an adventure… And what an adventure it
turned out to be!
The landscape is magnificent. Sunrises and sunsets alone
would make going worth it! While there, we restored a
rural school. Many of the children did not have shoes or
clothes other than what they were wearing when we met
them. Their only meal, usually some form of porridge, was
given at school. And still, one thing cannot be debated:
those were, by far, the kindest, loveliest and most purehearted people I have ever met!
I experienced many things, from planting orchards,
gifting food aid to the poor, to visiting an AIDS hospital.
We totally immersed ourselves in local Swazi culture. We
saw many things on this once in a lifetime trip, be it the
most beautiful scenery, the wildlife in the game parks,
to meeting the locals and the Royal Family. The friends I
made sitting around the Buckswood House camp fire will
be with me forever! But… when I now think back, I think
of the people, the sense of welcome, the pure joy, and the
love they showed me. Coming to Eswatini has been the
best experience of my life… and I promise to come back!”
(Tim, Lower 6th & Buckswood Adventurer)

BUCKSWOOD
10 years of great work
30 students every year
Staying in our own Lodge
Supporting the ‘Royal
Children Projects’

“Educating the mind
without educating
the heart is no
education at all.”
Aristotle
Tw e n t y E i g h t

Tw e n t y N i n e

English and Culture
For centuries, English has been the
business and diplomatic language of
the world, and mastery of the English
language has been the key to industrial
trade and political relations success.
At Buckswood we believe that good
English skills underpin all else and so
have tailored courses for native and
non-native speakers alike.
We not only deliver exceptional IELTS,
Preliminary English Test, Key English
Test and Cambridge results, we also
offer full immersion into English culture
that makes all the difference in a world
where you need to know more than
grammar and vocabulary. With the
formal aspects of ‘Englishness’ taken
care of, our students are also prepared
in the informal aspects of British life
through their boarding and day-today interactions – what are the latest
popular culture trends or the current
slang terms?
All of the Buckswood teaching staff
are ESOL trained, so students are
supported across the curriculum as
well as in English lessons, and the
‘learning scaffold’ around every student
including the VLE, weekly reporting
and Access Time ensures that every
student can achieve their potential.

“A good head and a good heart are always a formidable
combination. But when you add to that a literate tongue or
pen, then you have something very special.”
Nelson Mandela
Th i r t y

I n n o va t i o n & S . T. E . M .

Learning to live
on your own two feet

Innovation is about changing the world; our iLAB with its Innovation &
STEM courses aims to inspire our learners to be the person who develops

The message to our

the next ‘big thing’ in our ever-changing world. This could be anything

students is clear, it is

from a new product to a revolutionary App or website; the opportunities

OK to…

are only limited by imagination!

• Make mistakes

Innovation and STEM are not ‘traditional’ subjects and therefore teaching
does not take place in a traditional way. Sessions are held in our iLAB
which gives students the flexibility to be creative and work together in
teams. Our laser and 3D printers allow students to develop and test their
ideas and there is an emphasis on collaboration, whether that be fellow
students or external partners.

Th i r t y O n e

• Ask why and why not
• Be different
• Experiment
• Not know the answer
• Collaborate openly
• Embrace uncertainty

G r a duat i o n

...it’s all over...the world awaits

As a school we push every student to be the best they can, and we
believe in what we do. Therefore we always have a lot to celebrate!
After two years of studying hard and calling upon everyone in the
Buckswood family for support, graduation is the ultimate Buckswood
celebration and we believe it has to be done in style!
Speech and Sports Day every year is the formal ‘passing out’ ceremony
where the whole school and parents from around the world converge
to enjoy English summer strawberries and suffer the weather. For the
Upper Sixth, the formal black tie cocktail party and limousine chauffeur
service is their first taste of reward for working hard.

Th i r t y Tw o

Th i r t y Th r e e

Tr a d i t i o n s a n d L e a d e r s h i p

Tradition may be an old-fashioned word and not
one that is bandied around in modern school
educational circles, but here we think that it is a
vital part of who we are and what sets us apart.
We represent over 45 different nationalities, all
with their own customs and traditions.
Just as there are traditions in the family house
such as at Christmas or birthdays, here at
Buckswood it is no different. We uphold the
prefectorial system, wear our bow ties for
weekly assembly and line up for everything. We
think that structure and having customs and
traditions with a bit of good old British “pomp
and circumstance” turns the ordinary into
something special. To experience a Buckswood
weekly assembly or Prize Giving with bagpipes
and gowns is a unique experience indeed!

Th i r t y F o u r

Th i r t y F i v e

Old Buckswoodians

...the extended family

Goga Ashkenazi (OB) at Ascot – Buckswood is over there!

Felix addressing the school

Old boys rugby team with their coach

It’s not what you know, it’s who you know. Given its
eighty-year history, the Buckswood family tree is an
indispensable resource for younger members needing
a leg up in any chosen career…
The OB network is proof of the value in the
preparation for life we give to every Buckswoodian.
Time after time, when a current Buckswoodian has
found themselves stranded at an airport, in need of
a work experience placement or an OB looking for a
new recruit, a call-out via social media or an email to
the Headmaster has set the wheels in motion and help
is quickly at hand.
Buckswood has OB’s all over the world who are more

Ablay: Bloomberg

Alexi: future ship’s captain

“Buckswood gave me the

“Buckswood gave me a

leadership skills I needed

wider understanding of

for my degree at UCL

the world, and the self-

and then my Masters at

confidence to achieve my

LSE”

ambitions.”

than willing to help and advise, and likewise often
return to the Headmaster for advice at various stages
of their lives or careers.

Th i r t y S i x
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How to find us
Sat Nav: Enter the postcode TN35 4LT when you arrive at your destination keep driving and you will see our
signpost and entrance gates.
From Heathrow: Take M25, south/east, A21 towards Hastings; before going into the town of Hastings take the
B2093 then the A259 towards Rye. A few miles out of Hastings you will find Buckswood School on the right,
near Guestling.
From Gatwick: Take M23 to London to join M25 eastbound, take A21 to Hastings; before going into the town
of Hastings take the B2093 then the A259 towards Rye. A few miles out of Hastings you will find Buckswood
School on the right, near Guestling.
From Ashford: Take A2070 southbound to Brenzett, join A259 to Rye and Hastings. Before reaching Hastings,
you will come to the village of Guestling. Buckswood School is on the left.
If you require assistance with your journey, please do not hesitate to contact Buckswood School on +44 (0)1424 813813
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